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Governor’s Foreword

On 14th June 2016, the Bank of Tanzania 
commemorated the 50th anniversary as the central 
bank of the United Republic of Tanzania. Marking 
half of a century of operations was a great privilege 
to us not only as an institution but also as staff who 
constitute it. Indeed, it was a moment to rejoice 
and, energetically and with new zeal set ourselves 

matching towards a century of existence.  In celebrating, we had to be 
selective partly mindful of time and resource limitations but also the 
necessity to treasure the Bank’s corporate social responsibility on one 
hand, and on the other, its mandate as a central bank. 

Our focus bounced on three main things: first, the sports bonanza, 
which drew a wide-representation from the financial sector fraternity; 
organized to advance and instil the sense of inseparableness in 
the financial sector community and gesture the role of exercises in 
improving the health of our staff. The second event was a charity 
walk of Bank of Tanzania’s staff, which provided an opportunity to join 
hands with our fellow Tanzanians and the Government in raising funds 
to address the problem of desks in primary and secondary schools. 
The third in the series was a symposium which was preceded by an 
official inauguration of the climax of the 50th anniversary on June 22, 
2016 by His Excellency, Dr. John Pombe Joseph Magufuli, President of 
the United Republic of Tanzania. 

The President delivered inspirational speech which also reminded on 
our responsibilities in contributing to the Government’s resolve to build 
a sustainably inclusive economy. In attaining this, huge resources will 
definitely be required but that is amidst declining official assistances. 
The choice of the symposium topic: “Beyond Aid and No-Concessional 
Loans: New Ways of Financing Development in Africa” and the Guest 
speaker—the renowned Professor Justin Lin from Peking University—
thus fitted very well with the need to search for new alternative sources 
of finance in building economic supportive infrastructures. 

This book takes stock of key deliberations and events during the 
anniversary. It is our sincerely hope that your will find this book 
informative and useful. 

Prof. Benno J. Ndulu
Governor
Bank of Tanzania 
July 2016
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The Bank of Tanzania (BoT) marked the 50th year of operations in June 
14, 2016. The occasion of this Golden Jubilee marked an era of great 
achievement for the Bank of Tanzania, having sailed through varying 
political regimes and, withstood challenges posed by domestic and 
international economic and financial dynamics. The occasion was an 
opportunity to reflect on issues related to the Bank’s existence as well 
as other pressing challenges facing the country. The Bank conducted 
series of events from 5th June to 22nd June, 2016 to celebrate the 
anniversary. This comprised sports bonanza, charity walk, climax 
activities, and a symposium. 

The Sports Bonanza, which was opened by Prof. Benno Ndulu, 
Governor of the Bank of Tanzania aimed at providing opportunity for 
staff to demonstrate their talents in various games in which winners 
were rewarded accordingly. The Charity Walk was graced with the 
presence of the Prime Minister of the United Republic of Tanzania, 
Hon. Mr. Kassim Majaliwa Majaliwa. The aim was to raise funds to 
support the Government’s efforts of purchasing desks for primary and 
secondary schools in Tanzania. 

The climax of the 50th anniversary on June 22, 2016 was officiated 
by His Excellency, the President of the United Republic of Tanzania, 
Dr. John Pombe Joseph Magufuli at the Bank of Tanzania Conference 
Centre in Dar es Salaam. The Head of State delivered a speech, 
launched two books and a TZS 50,000 commemorative coin and he 
pressed a button to gesture the start of another 50 years of the Bank 

of Tanzania operations. The event was followed by a symposium where 
the renowned Professor, Justin Lin from Peking University delivered a 
lecture titled: “Beyond Aid and Non-Concessional Loans: New Ways of 
Financing Development in Africa”.

This proceedings book gives a summary of the deliberations and events 
which occurred during the Golden Jubilee of the Bank of Tanzania. After 
the introduction, Chapter 2 narrates the sports bonanza and charity 
walk, followed by Chapter 3, which covers events of the climax of the 
50th anniversary. The symposium deliberations are covered in Chapter 
4, while in chapter 5 are selected events which were undertaken at 
BOT branches. 

Introduction
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2.1 Sports Bonanza 

The BoT’s 50th Anniversary started with the Sports Bonanza which was 
held on 5th June 2016 at TCC playing ground, Chang’ombe, Temeke.  
The Sports Bonanza was attended by BoT staff and invited staff from 
the Ministry of Finance and Planning, Tanzania Revenue Authority 
(TRA), Public Service Pensions Fund (PSPF), National Microfinance 
Bank (NMB), CRDB Bank Plc. and Barclays Bank Tanzania.  The 
Guest of Honour was Prof. Benno Ndulu, Governor of the Bank of 
Tanzania.Before the sports started, the Director of Human Resource 
and Administration (DHA), Mr. Yahya Mchujuko gave welcoming 
remarks. He thanked the Governor, Deputy Governors, invited guests 
from institutions in the financial sector and BoT staff by sparing their 
time out of their busy schedules to participate in the Sports Bonanza 
organized as part of celebrations of the BOT’s 50th Anniversary. 

DHA, Mr. Yahya Mchujuko delivering welcoming remarks

He also showed gratitude to all invited guests for accepting the invitation 
to participate in the event as this portrayed the importance they attach 
to sports and physical activities as a way of building friendship and 
good relationship among institutions.  Mr. Mchujuko also emphasized 
on the importance of sports and physical activities in improving health. 
The sport activities on the day of Bonanza included football, netball, 
basketball and tug of war.  

Deputy Governor, Mr. Lila Mkila, opening the sports bonanza. Looking on is Assistant 
Manager Wellbeing Mr. Ambonisye Mwasengo.

In his speech, read by the Deputy Governor, Mr. Lila Mkila, the Guest 
of Honour was grateful to all those who came to participate in the 
Bonanza. He urged all participants to actively take part in sports and 
physical exercises in order to improve their health which is important in 
contributing to the development of the country. Prof. Ndulu indicated 

Sports Bonanza and Charity Walk
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that participation in sports and physical activities reduce illness and 
save a lot of resources which could have been used in treating those 
who fall sick.  More specifically, participating in sports and physical 
activities reduce weight, eliminate or reduce number of chronic 
conditions such as stroke, depression, high blood pressure, cancer, 
and diabetes. He also mentioned that sports and physical activities 
can help build friendships and improve family relationships. 

BoT workers led by Deputy Governors in physical exercises during the Sports Bonanza 
as part of the BoT’s 50th Anniversary at TCC grounds in Dar es Salaam.

The Guest of honour urged the Bank of Tanzania and other institutions 
which participated in the Bonanza to support sports and physical 
activities in their workplaces by introducing various sport competitions 
between departments, within the institutions, and between one 
institution and another.

The Guest of Honour concluded his speech by requesting all 
participants to start the next 50 years of Bank of Tanzania by taking 
concerted efforts to protect their health through eating balanced diet, 

participating in sports and physical activities and getting adequate 
rest.  He also urged all participants to implement the Slogan of the 
Fifth Phase Government which is “Hapa Kazi Tu” (Strictly Business) 
in order to move the nation from where it is now to the next level of 
development.

At the end of the Bonanza, the Guest of Honour presented awards to 
winners of different sports.

BoT netball players (in orange) tussling for the ball with the Ministry of Finance and 
Planning players during the BoT’s Sports Bonanza. The Ministry emerged victorious. 
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BoT Governor Prof. Benno Ndulu (in black suit), Deputy Governors in white from left, Dr. 
Natu Mwamba, Mr. Julian Banzi Raphael and Mr. Lila Mkila and DHA, Mr. Yahya Mchujuko 
(in blue track suits) in a group photograph with members of the BoT football team who 
played the NMB players during the sports bonanza.

Governor Ndulu presenting a trophy to the captain of the Ministry of Finance and 
Planning Netball team, one of the winners during the sports bonanza.

2.2 Charity Walk 

The Charity Walk of Bank of Tanzania staff was held on 11th June, 2016 
from the BoT headquarters in Dar es Salaam to Mnazi Mmoja grounds 
led by the Prime Minister, Hon. Mr. Kassim Majaliwa Majaliwa. It aimed 
at raising funds to support Government efforts in addressing shortage 
of desks in public primary and secondary schools in Tanzania. 

Prime Minister Hon. Kassim Majaliwa Majaliwa (third from left) leading a Charity Walk 
organized by BoT staff. On his left is BoT Governor Prof. Benno Ndulu and on his right is 
Dar es Salaam Regional Commissioner Mr. Paul Makonda.
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2.2.1 Governor’s Welcoming Remarks 

The Governor of the Bank of Tanzania, Prof. Benno Ndulu, thanked the 
Prime Minister Hon. Mr. Kassim Majaliwa Majaliwa for accepting the 
invitation to be the guest honour to the Charity Walk organized as part 
of the 50th anniversary of the Bank of Tanzania and extended a warm 
welcome to other invited guests present. 

Governor Ndulu informed the Prime Minister that throughout that 
period of 50 years that the Bank of Tanzania has been in existence it 
has contributed immensely to the development of the country. Prof. 
Ndulu underscored the importance of education in the development 
process of the country, and emphasized the plea made by H.E. Dr. 
John Pombe Joseph Magufuli, the President of the United Republic of 
Tanzania, during the launching of the Parliament in November 2015 of 
improving the education sector. 

Governor Ndulu highlighted that in support of the efforts of the Fifth 
Phase Government, the Bank of Tanzania has decided to contribute 
funds to obtain desks for public primary and secondary schools. He 
indicated that the shortage of desks is one of the biggest challenges 
and expressed hope that the BoT’s contribution would help in 
alleviating the problem, and thus increase the number of children who 
will be studying while seated on desks. Prof. Ndulu proceeded to say 
that in implementing this, every staff of the Bank of Tanzania voluntarily 
contributed funds for buying desks as part of the 50th anniversary of 
the Bank of Tanzania. The contribution of BoT staff, together with the 
Bank and other stakeholders amounted to TZS 263.1 million, which he 
presented to the Guest of Honour.

Prof. Ndulu expressed the Bank’s recognition of the importance of 
education for the development of our country and highlighted some 
of the great milestones that the Bank of Tanzania has achieved in 
supporting education. He noted that in its existence, the Bank of 
Tanzania has contributed a great deal in different educational matters 
as part and parcel of its duties to the public. The Bank has achieved 
this through the establishment of two education funds namely the 
Mwalimu Julius. K. Nyerere Memorial Scholarship Fund and the 
Gilman Rutihinda Trust Fund. The details of the funds are covered in 
the subsequent chapter.

Governor Ndulu reiterated the Bank of Tanzania’s commitment to 
support government efforts to improve education in the country, 
as this is a critical element in spurring economic development. He 
thanked the BoT’s staff for contributing to the various funds created 
for development of education, and urged all Tanzanians to put efforts 
on facilitation of education the development of the country. 

2.2.2 Prime Minister’s Speech 

The Prime Minister, Hon. Mr. Kassim Majaliwa Majaliwa expressed his 
great pleasure to be part of the important events to mark 50 years 
since the Bank of Tanzania was established. He congratulated BoT 
for reaching that stage, adding that 50 years is a long time in a human 
lifespan and therefore, there are reasons to thank the Almighty God.
The Prime Minister acknowledged the BoT’s immense contributions to 
the development of the nation during the half century of its existence. 
He said that the BoT’s achievements are worth emulating. Apart from 
carrying out its mandate, BoT has also continued to participate in 
various social and economic developments of the nation in general. 
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Hon. Majaliwa described the Charity Walk for raising funds for the 
purchase of desks for primary and secondary schools as one of such 
contributions.

The Prime Minister commended BoT for supporting H.E. President Dr. 
John Pombe Joseph Magufuli, in addressing the shortage of desks in 
schools. He pointed out that the decision by BoT and its employees 
individually to contribute for the purchase of desks for children is not 
only the best decision but a notable one as it shows the value that BoT 
attaches to education development in the country. He mentioned the 
fact that the Charity Walk was only one of the activities being carried 
out by BoT in contributing to education development in the country.

The Prime Minister expressed his pleasure to BoT for establishing the 
Mwalimu Nyerere Memorial Fund in 2009, which provides scholarships 
to university students, especially female, in the fields of science, 
including oil and gas, information and communication technology and 
economics. He acknowledged that this is an important contribution 
in ensuring that the number of female students pursuing science and 
mathematics in universities increases in order to contribute in achieving 
gender equality in education.

Mr. Majaliwa stated that the Fifth Phase Government is prepared 
to ensure that the quality of education offered in both primary and 
secondary schools is improved. In supporting this, he quoted the 
President of the United Republic of Tanzania, Dr. Magufuli, while 
inaugurating the National Parliament Assembly in November, 2015, 
as saying: “I recognize the major efforts done towards expansion of 
education from kindergarten, primary, secondary to university. 

The Fifth Phase Government will redirect its efforts towards increasing 
the quality of education, including emphasis on science and 
mathematics. The Government will ensure that teaching and learning 
facilities are available, including laboratories, books and desks.” He 
underscored the decision by BoT to contribute in the purchase of desks 
and providing sponsorships as one of the steps towards fulfilment of 
the government’s goals. 

The Prime Minister urged other institutions in the public and private 
sectors and individuals to contribute in the improvement of the quality 
of education in the country through corporate social responsibility. 
He stressed that, having quality education is not only beneficial to 
the nation but also to employers. He said both public and private 
institutions need competent employees to achieve their corporate 
objectives, including increasing productivity. Moreover, he urged 
all students who will benefit from improved learning environment to 
ensure that they study hard for their benefits and the nation at large. 

Furthermore, the Prime Minister directed all executives in the 
Government, heads of schools, council directors, district and regional 
commissioners to ensure that the funds and desks contributed 
reach the intended beneficiaries. That, every district should initiate a 
sustainable plan to ensure that shortage of desks is no longer in their 
areas. Performance evaluation of those charged with education issues 
should be based on how they succeed in dealing with scarcity of desks. 
In his conclusion, he expressed gratitude to BoT for the contribution of 
TZS 263 million, which will enable students who have been sitting on 
floor to sit on desks and be able to read and write decently.
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Governor Ndulu presenting a dummy cheque to the Prime Minister, Hon. Majaliwa. Centre is the BoT Director of Finance, Mr. Jamhuri Ngelime and 
Deputy Governor Mr. Lila Mkila (far behind).
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The anniversary culminated on June 22, 2016 at the BoT Conference 
Centre, officiated by His Excellency, Dr. John Pombe Joseph Magufuli, 
the President of the United Republic of Tanzania. It was marked by 
speeches, launching of books and a commemorative coin as well as a 
symposium. The event was attended by local and foreign participants, 
including 11 central bank governors and 10 central bank deputy 
governors from the Southern African Development Community (SADC) 
and the East African Community (EAC); senior government officials; 
chief executive officers of regulatory authorities of financial institutions, 
banks, social security funds; academia and research institutions; non-
governmental and international financial institutions.

H.E.  Dr. John Magufuli (centre sitting) in a group photo with members of the BoT Board 
of Directors, and Governors and Deputy Governors of central banks from SADC and 
EAC who attended the climax of the Golden Jubilee of the Bank of Tanzania at BoT 
Conference Centre in Dar es Salaam on 22nd June 2016.

3.1 Governor’s Introductory Remarks

In his remarks, the Governor of the Bank of Tanzania, Professor Benno 
Ndulu begun by thanking His Excellency, President of the United 
Republic of Tanzania, Dr John Pombe Joseph Magufuli and other 
participants for accepting the invitation to attend the celebrations to 
mark the 50th Anniversary of the Bank of Tanzania. He was grateful to 
Professor Justin Lin, distinguished guest speaker for the symposium; 
Governors, Deputy Governors and officials from EAC and SADC; 
former Bank of Tanzania Board Members and Governors and Deputy 
Governors; and invited guests for their attendance at the event. Prof. 
Ndulu paid tribute to deceased Bank of Tanzania Governors (Mr. 
Gilman Rutihinda, Mr. Charles Nyirabu and Dr. Daudi Ballali), Deputy 
Governor (Mr. Bob Makani) and staff who devotedly enabled the BoT 
to reach that far. He invited the participants to join him to observe a 
minute of silence in their honour. 

Governor Ndulu

Climax of the 50th Anniversary
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Prof. Ndulu reiterated that the Bank of Tanzania officially started 
operations on 14th June 1966 after the First President of the United 
Republic of Tanzania, Mwalimu Julius Nyerere assented the Bank of 
Tanzania founding Act on 6th January 1966. The first President of the 
Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar, Sheikh Abeid Amani Karume 
also assented to the establishment of the Bank of Tanzania to serve 
the United Republic of Tanzania. Before then, that is in the period 
after independence in 1961, central bank operations were carried out 
by the East African Currency Board (EACB), which served the three 
East African countries; Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda. The EACB was 
supervised by the Bank of England. This institution was there since 
1919 until 1965 when it was dissolved where each of the three East 
African countries established its own central bank. This meant that 
in 2016 the three East African countries were each marking 50th 
anniversaries of their central banks. 

Prof. Ndulu noted that it was a privilege that at the time the three 
central banks celebrated their 50th anniversaries, the three countries 
were joining hands with Rwanda and Burundi to establish the East 
African central bank, this time managing the process on their own 
not under supervision of any colonial masters. As His Excellency, the 
President of the United Republic of Tanzania, Dr. John Pombe Joseph 
Magufuli was the Chairperson of the East African Community, Prof. 
Ndulu appreciated that the President was also managing this process 
together with other economic integration initiatives. The Governor 
assured colleagues from the EAC who were in attendance, that the 
national central banks would be quite different in the next 50 years. He 
was convinced that, God willing, meeting again in 2066, EAC countries 
could be under the East African Central Bank and possibly under one 
united country. 

The Governor underscored that the Bank’s 50 years journey was long 
with successes and challenges. To document that, a special book titled 
‘50th Anniversary of the Bank of Tanzania: Evolution of the Role and 
Functions of the Bank of Tanzania’ had been published. He assured 
His Excellency that BoT was in good condition, in terms of operational 
and financial capacity. All along, the BoT had managed to run its 
businesses without any dependence on government budget. He said: 
“currently, the capital of the Bank is pretty adequate and BoT is one of 
the well-capitalized central banks in Africa. BoT is not expected to be 
a burden to the government operationally for a long period of time. It 
has capacity to endure any instability that may occur”. 

BoT also made considerable milestones in discharging its functions 
using modern technology and so increased efficiency. It had greatly 
improved systems of payment and settlements, banking supervision, 
financial markets, and banknotes sorting and distribution. Moreover, 
various administrative systems towards a paperless organization were 
expected to be in place in two years’ time. 

Governor Ndulu indicated furthermore that, BoT had managed to fulfil 
its core functions with great success. To illustrate this, inflation had 
been managed, reducing it from an average of 28 percent in 1995 to an 
average of 8 percent during the past 15 years to 2015, consistent with 
the macroeconomic convergence criteria of the East African Monetary 
Union protocol, which requires member states to maintain headline 
inflation below 8 percent. The financial sector in the country is sound 
and stable and has remained so even during the global financial crises. 
The country had also more than doubled the number of people that 
are financially included over the last seven years (2009-2015). With 
these developments, Prof. Ndulu mentioned that Tanzania had been 
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ranked among the six leading countries globally for putting in place an 
enabling environment for financial inclusion, particularly to low income 
people. 

Besides these achievements, the Governor indicated that BoT is 
mindful of challenges in the financial sector, which drag the pace of 
the country’s development. One of these is limited access to long term 
credit, which are affordable for the productive sectors, particularly 
agriculture and industries. Mortgage services are also inadequate, and 
are being offered at very high interest rates. He was of view that the 
majority of people with access to financial services do not use them 
effectively; one of the reasons being low financial literacy. He said that 
a framework has been designed to facilitate the outreach of financial 
education to the public and its implementation would start in July 2016. 
Prof. Ndulu repeated that there was a need to look at ways in which 
central banks in the region could participate in increasing access to 
development loans by joining hands or on individual basis. 

In his introductory remarks, the Governor highlighted few things from 
the book titled “50th Anniversary of the Bank of Tanzania: Evolution 
of the Bank of Tanzania’s Role and Functions”.  He said that since its 
inception, BoT has been performing its duties taking into account the 
needs and changing social and economic environment both at national 
and international levels. The dynamics have required BoT to change 
its mode of operation to enable it to serve the country in a better way 
and timely. Some of the changes included expanding BoT’s services 
to different regions in the country. Currently, the BoT has six branches, 
namely Zanzibar, Arusha, Dodoma, Mbeya, Mwanza, and Mtwara. The 
structure of BoT has also been changing to take on board developments 

in the domestic and global economies. In addition, deliberate measures 
have been taken to modernize the National Payment Systems (NPS) 
in order to enhance safety, soundness and efficiency. BoT has also 
facilitated the development of mobile and agency banking, lease and 
mortgage financing, and microfinance institutions, which have the 
capacity to reach many people. He sincerely thanked the government 
for the support and trust extended to the Bank of Tanzania in making 
these happen.

A book cover of one of the books launched by H.E. Dr. Magufuli during the climax of the 
celebrations to mark 50 years of the Bank of Tanzania.

The Governor mentioned that BoT is part of the Tanzanian society and 
so, through its corporate social responsibility, it has been contributing 
resources in a number of activities with the objective of improving the 
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living standards of the society. He indicated that a greater emphasis 
is put in supporting education in the country. Prof. Ndulu elaborated 
that in 1994, BoT established a fund in memory of Gilman Rutihinda 
(the Gilman Rutihinda Trust Fund), who was the third Governor of the 
Bank of Tanzania. The Fund offers scholarships to best students in first 
degree in disciplines of banking, economics, finance and international 
trade to enable them pursue masters’ degree in the country. Until 
February 2016, the Gilman Rutihinda Trust Fund had already offered 
scholarships to 31 best students who had completed studies or are 
still studying at the University of Dar es Salaam, and the Institute of 
Finance Management. 

Front row are members of the Select Committee of the Mwalimu J.K. Nyerere Memorial 
Scholarship Fund, Chaired by BoT Deputy Governor Dr. Natu Mwamba (centre) in a 
group photograph with 8 recipients of the scholarships for 2014/15 academic year.

In honouring the work done by the Father of the Nation, the late 
Mwalimu Julius Kambarage Nyerere in the education sector, in 2009 
BoT established the Mwalimu Nyerere Memorial Scholarship Fund 

(Endowment Fund). The main objective of the Fund is to motivate 
female students to study science and mathematics, including fields 
of oil and gas. It also offers limited scholarship for male students. The 
Fund started with contributions from the Bank of Tanzania and other 
financial institutions. At the start, the Fund had TZS 2,217,089,939.42 
which was invested. For this Fund to be sustainable, only the profit 
accrued from the investment is being used to sponsor students in 
various universities in the country. By June 2016, the Fund had offered 
22 scholarships to students pursuing first and second degrees in 
various fields of science, mathematics, economics, finance, Accounting 
and Information Technology (IT). As a reflection of its objective, out of 
the total scholarships, 16 were female and the remaining 6 were male. 
As part of the celebrations, Prof. Ndulu pointed out that the Prime 
Minister, Hon. Mr. Kassim Majaliwa Majaliwa led the Charity Walk by 
Bank of Tanzania staff with a view to supporting efforts to address the 
school desks’ shortage.  In that event, the Bank of Tanzania handed to 
the Hon. Prime Minister TZS 263 million, being contributions from the 
Bank of Tanzania and its staff, Mobile Network operators and some 
banks. The Governor told His Excellency that the Honourable Prime 
Minister had reiterated the severity of the problem in his speech at the 
Charity Walk event, which motivated the Bank of Tanzania to boost its 
contribution. In view of this the Governor presented to His Excellency 
a dummy cheque worth TZS 4 billion and requested for the following 
special consideration on the allocation of the contribution: TZS 2 billion 
out of the contribution go to the regions hosting the Bank (headquarters 
and branches) using the criteria proposed in the contribution handed 
to the Honourable Prime Minister during the Charity Walk of 11th June 
2016; and the remaining TZS 2 billion be channelled, at His Excellency’s 
wish, to the regions facing big challenges in reaching the set up target. 
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Governor Ndulu presents a dummy cheque worth TZS 4 billion to President John Magufuli for purchasing school desks in the country. Looking on 
from left are Dar es Salaam Regional Commissioner Mr. Paul Makonda, Principal Secretary Ministry of Finance Zanzibar  Mr. Khamis Omar, Prof. Paul 
Collier, co-author of one of the books launched during the event, and Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Finance and Planning Dr. Servacius 
Likwelile.
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3.2 Minister’s Welcoming Remarks

Dr. Servacius Likwelile reading the welcoming remarks.

Dr. Servacius Likwelile, Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Finance 
and Planning, read the welcoming remarks on behalf of the Minister 
for Finance and Planning, Dr. Philip. I. Mpango. The Minister joined the 
Governor, Prof. Ndulu, in welcoming invited guests to the event. He 
acknowledged the President’s willingness and acceptance to officiate 
at the climax of the occasion. 

The Minister recalled that BoT marks its 50th year since it was established 
in 1966 and reiterated the Governor’s statement that the BoT has 
recorded great achievements in the financial sector development as 
well as in macroeconomic management. He stated that the Ministry of 
Finance and Planning recognizes the valuable contributions made by 
BoT, which have facilitated prudent management of the government’s 
scarce resources. He underscored that this has been made possible 

by a consultative culture, which has been built between the Ministry 
and the Bank, particularly in relation to monetary and fiscal policies. 
The Minister assured all present that BoT has accomplished its role 
of advising the Government satisfactorily and that such a moment to 
commemorate the 50 years of success of cooperation with BoT has 
facilitated in overcoming many challenges and helped in emerging as 
a country with strong economy.

The Minister explained that the macroeconomic stability recorded 
since 1990s, together with the development of the financial sector 
which is sound and stable have facilitated a conducive environment for 
investment in various economic activities. They have also broadened 
the base for economic activities, moving from dependence on 
traditional economic activities such as agriculture to non-traditional 
activities including services and manufacturing. He noted that the 
recent milestones achieved in the payment systems, information and 
communication technology as well as increase in financial inclusion 
will facilitate sustained growth of the economy going forward.

Dr. Mpango pointed out that the poverty alleviation efforts still face 
challenges, despite remarkable achievements registered. In this 
regard, various innovations and efforts by BoT and other actors in the 
financial sector are expected to ensure availability of credit to activities, 
such as agriculture as well as the small and medium enterprises, which 
have impact on poverty reduction. Finally, the Minister recognized the 
role played by BoT in fostering regional integration agenda in EAC, 
SADC, and the African continent in general. After the remarks, Dr. 
Likwelile invited H.E. the President to officially inaugurate the climax of 
celebrations to mark 50 years of the Bank of Tanzania.
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3.3 President’s Address to the Climax of the Anniversary 

His Excellency Dr. John Pombe Joseph Magufuli, the President of 
the United Republic of Tanzania thanked the Governor of the Bank 
of Tanzania, Professor Benno Ndulu, for inviting him in marking the 
50th Anniversary of the Bank of Tanzania. He extended his thanks to 
the gathering for voting him to become the Fifth Phase President of 
the United Republic Tanzania and for the opportunity given to him to 
address the meeting. He welcomed participants not only from within 
the country but also from the EAC, SADC and beyond the African 
continent.

H.E. Dr. John Pombe Joseph Magufuli, President of the United Republic of Tanzania, 
addressing invited guests during the climax of the 50th Anniversary of the Bank of Tanzania 
at the BoT Conference Centre in Dar es Salaam on 22nd June 2016.

The President noted that the Bank of Tanzania started its operations 
on 14th June, 1966 and that its existence for 50 years has brought with 
it success stories. He categorized the achievements into two: First, 
institutional growth—in the early days of the operations of BoT, it had 

one office in Dar es Salaam with minimal working tools, while relying on 
private banks and military bases as safe custody centres. Local staff 
were very few and thus depended on foreign employees from United 
Kingdom, Germany, Sweden, India, etc. He noted that 50 years down 
the road BoT has all the necessary and modern infrastructure with a 
branch network in Zanzibar, Arusha, Mwanza, Mbeya, Dodoma and 
Mtwara.

Second, implementation of the BoT functions and mandate: when BoT 
started operations from 1967 to 1980s, it primarily focused on building 
a strong base for economic growth by supporting the priority sectors 
of the economy – including rural and industrial finance. However, 
the challenges that the economy faced and resulting economic and 
financial sector reforms of the 1990s, necessitated BoT to refocus its 
monetary policy objective to price stability and financial sector stability 
for sustainable development of the economy. The President also 
commended BoT for successfully carrying out the traditional functions 
of a central bank that include issuance of currency, regulation and 
supervision of financial institutions, regulation and supervision of 
payment and settlement systems, custodian of foreign reserves and 
advisor to the Governments on economic and financial matters.

On the key achievements, His Excellency noted that BoT has;
(i) successfully advised the government on the management 

of economic reforms that made it possible for the country to 
withstand the negative effects of the economic crises of the 
1980s and the global financial and economic crisis of 2008/09;

(ii) succeeded to bring down inflation from the high rates of 30 
percent in 1990s to single digit in the last decade;
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(iii) nurtured the financial sector, specifically the growth in the banking 
sector and its contribution to GDP, and that licenced commercial 
banks have increased in number from 4 banks in 1990 to 54 in 
2015. Meanwhile, credit to private sector as percent of GDP has 
increased from 4 percent in 1995 to 23.1 percent in 2015; and

(iv) increased availability of foreign currency while successfully 
discharging the currency issuance duty.

His Excellency quoted a Swahili proverb “usione vyaelea, vimeundwa” 
(translated as “if you see vessels afloat, remember they have been 
built”); implying that the observed BoT achievements were hard-earned, 
paying tribute to the abled leadership from the first Governor Mzee 
Edwin Mtei, to the current Governor Prof. Benno Ndulu, and BoT’s staff 
both serving and retired. He delivered a congratulatory message on his 
behalf and on behalf of all Tanzanians for the 50th anniversary and the 
contribution to the development of the nation. He said his prayers were 
for the deceased who served the Bank of Tanzania earnestly. 

The President noted that amid the celebrations and recounting of 
success stories, it was also an opportunity for BoT and the nation to 
reflect on the existing economic challenges, while designing strategies 
to solve them. The President noted that one of the key functions of BoT 
is to achieve and maintain price and financial stability for sustainable 
economic growth. BoT and other financial institutions in Tanzania are 
not directly involved in activities in the real economy. He however 
mentioned that the history of developed countries like the United 
States of America, United Kingdom, Japan and South Korea, indicates 
that central banks contributed significantly in economic activities of 

those countries, especially in the areas of agriculture, construction, 
and infrastructure. He further noted that it is worth reflecting on ways 
in which BoT can be involved in the economic activities, either directly 
or indirectly by providing conducive environment that can allow private 
banks and social security funds to be involved in pursuit of high 
economic growth, employment creation and poverty alleviation.

In addition to BoT involvement in economic activities, His Excellency 
identified other areas that need attention:

First, on supervision of financial services and provision of financial 
products—notwithstanding the increase in the number of financial 
institutions, the provision and availability of financial services is 
concentrated in urban areas, whereas about 70 percent of the 
country’s population is in the rural areas. Banks are concentrated in 
the cities and urban areas, partly because they do business with the 
Government, especially through investing in government securities. 
The President raised a concern that banks use government deposits 
in government accounts to invest in government securities for a return! 
He called upon financial institutions to consider extending financial 
services to the rural populace that will increase formalization of the 
rural economy and thus increase the taxable base and tax revenue. 
Further, His Excellency reiterated that the government had already 
directed all public institutions to keep their deposits at the Bank of 
Tanzania.

Second, on dealing with high interest rates—high lending rates are 
a stumbling block to expansion of business and sometimes result in 
business losses and bankruptcies. However, he noted that the Bank of 
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Tanzania has a mandate to establish and supervise the credit reference 
system, which is key in reducing credit risks. The president urged the 
Bank to enhance the credit reference system as it will contribute in 
easing high lending rates. 
   
Third, on maintaining the stability of the local currency—the President 
expressed his awareness that the value of the shilling is determined 
by market forces. However, he called upon the Bank and other 
responsible institutions to control the use of foreign currency as a 
means of strengthening the value of the domestic currency.

Fourth, maintaining safe and quality financial services—His Excellency 
appreciated the increased use of technology in the financial sector 
such as ATMs, electronic payment systems, and mobile money, and 
called upon the Bank to ensure that the systems are secure and that 
the government gets its tax dues from the transactions. He sighted 
the value of transactions of about TZS 5.5 trillion through mobile 
money for March 2016, wondering whether the government got all 
the revenues due from the transactions. He called upon BoT and the 
Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority (TCRA) to ensure that 
the government gets its share of revenue from such transactions.

Fifth, on the regulation of bureau de change—the President called upon 
the Bank to strengthen regulations on the operations of the Bureaux, 
making sure of the sources of funds being transacted and the use of 
such funds to avoid money laundering activities and capital flight that 
may be detrimental to the economy.

Sixth, on inflation rate—although the President commended the Bank 
for achieving low and stable inflation, he observed that for the majority 

of Tanzanians, the cost of living is still high, such that to them the low 
and stable inflation does not make any difference. He called upon the 
Bank to contribute towards high, sustainable and inclusive economic 
growth. 

The President explained that despite the successes achieved during 
the past 50 years, the Bank should not be complacent, as there are 
still many challenges that need to be tackled. He expressed his trust 
to the BoT Governor, Prof. Ndulu, and his able leadership in providing 
solutions to the economic challenges that the country is facing. He 
noted that the country is endowed with abundant resources, strategic 
geographical location and peace from which if each and every person 
plays one’s role the nation can leapfrog in terms of development. 

The President highlighted that the Second Five Year Development 
Programme 2016/17 – 2020/21 is geared towards building an 
industrial based economy, which upon completion is expected to 
cost TZS 107 trillion, of which TZS 59 trillion will be financed by the 
government. He challenged the BoT to support the implementation 
of the Programme that is centred at developing industrial economy in 
Tanzania. He expressed his hope that the deliberations to be made at 
the Symposium would provide useful inputs on alternative sources of 
finance particularly for supporting development infrastructures in the 
country.  

3.4 Launching of Books

During the climax of the 50th anniversary, two books were launched by 
the Guest Honour, His Excellency Dr. Magufuli. The first one is “50th 
Anniversary of the Bank of Tanzania: Evolution of the Bank of Tanzania” 
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and the second is “Tanzania: The Path to Prosperity”. Explanations 
on the first book were given by the BoT Governor, Prof. Ndulu in his 
introductory remarks, whereas a brief explanation on the second book, 
co-authored by Christopher S. Adam, Paul Collier and Benno Ndulu, 
was given by Prof. Collier.

Prof. Collier (standing) giving an overview of the book: “Tanzania: The Path to Prosperity”

Prof. Collier explained that the rationale for the book, “Tanzania: The 
Path to Prosperity”, was that all societies need a critical mass of 
citizens who are informed about their economy. He said there was a 
constant danger in all societies, including his own at the moment, if 
populism triumphed over good economic policies and that there was 
a constant struggle in all societies. He explained that the book was a 
little contribution towards sustaining and building a critical mass of 
informed citizens. 

He chose “two key words” to explain what the book was all about, 
namely; ‘Path’ and ‘Prosperity’. 

Path

All societies are on the path, an economic path, he said and added that 
there was a brilliant opening chapter by Governor Ndulu, which talks 
about the past 50 years in Tanzania. The path is dynamic, because 
throughout, Tanzania has faced hostile and deteriorating external 
environment. As a result of the difficult external environment, the first 
20 years, was a period of economic deterioration; and the last 30 years 
have been a steady triumph over those difficult external circumstances. 
There has been that resilience which continues despite the on-going 
international economic difficulties—steadily and remarkable strides 
have been achieved.

He commended the government of Tanzania for having been able to 
maintain inflation at around 5 percent and high economic growth. The 
package of high growth and low inflation is a very rare phenomenon 
and is the right path for Tanzania, as very few countries around the 
world, where inflation is cut down to that level, have growth above the 
inflation level. In this regard, he explained that the message under the 
key word ‘Path’ is growth. 

Prosperity

Prof. Collier underscored that Prosperity and achieving it is 
fundamentally about performing a miracle of raising productivity. In 
a poor society, people are poor because ordinary people, despite 
working hard cannot make a miracle, that is the tragedy of poverty, 
that is the tragedy of low productivity; and prosperity is performing a 
miracle that ordinary people cannot do. 
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He continued saying that prosperity is all about scale, specialization 
and motivation. In the private sector, the organization strives to achieve 
that rule—to build scale, specialization and motivation. That is what 
modern firms do, and Tanzania is still craving for what modern firms 
do. So, the challenge is to come up with firms that can perform that 
miracle of productivity rule of scale, specialization and motivation. 

In the public sector, he underscored that all the public sectors have 
scale and specialization but the struggle, world over, is how to achieve 
motivation. In the private sector, firms that do not achieve motivation 
tend to go bankrupt, but in the public sector, they survive. Hence, the 
challenge to the public organizations, Prof. Collier explained, is how to 
motivate the workforce, and building that motivation is partly done from 
the top through good leadership and partly from the bottom through 
participation of the workforce, 
where the sense of ownership 
evolves. He was proud to 
celebrate the 50th anniversary 
of the Bank of Tanzania, 
which has that recipe of scale, 
specialization and motivation. 
In concluding he said: “We see 
that right from the top by the 
leadership of the Governor; 
but my goodness, we also see 
it being built through everyone 
participation and may I remind 
you by my closing remark—
BoT!!!” 

H.E. Dr. John Magufuli displays one of the two books he launched during the climax of 
the BoT 50th Anniversary. 

3.5  Commemorative Coin and Symbolic Event Marking 
Beginning of the Next 50 Years

The Bank of Tanzania made a special TZS 50,000 commemorative coin 
as part of its 50th anniversary. Introducing the coin to H.E. Dr. Magufuli, 
who officially launched it, the BoT Director of Banking, Mr. Marcian 
Kobello, explained about its features. He said the coin is 92.5 percent 
sterling-silver proof weighing 29.00 grams, diameter of 38.727mm, 
round in shape. He explained that the obverse of the coin depicted 
the Bank of Tanzania building, encircled with the words “Shilingi Elfu 
Hamsini - 50,000”. The reverse of the coin features the Bank of Tanzania 
emblem and the years when the Bank started its operations to date, 
1966-2016. The director stressed that the coin is commemorative, not 
for circulation. After this event, the President pressed a button to 
officially mark the beginning of the next 50 years of the Bank of 
Tanzania.
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H.E. Dr. John Pombe Joseph Magufuli launching the commemorative coin. He is flanked by BoT Governor 
Prof. Benno Ndulu (second right), Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Finance and Planning, Dr. Servacius 
Likwelile (right) and Principal Secretary of the Zanzibar Ministry of Finance, Mr. Khamis Omar. 

President presses a button to officially mark the start of the next 50 
years of the Bank of Tanzania.
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3.6 Tanzania Bankers Association’s Vote of Thanks

The Chairman of the Tanzania Bankers Association (TBA), Dr. Charles 
Kimei, commended President Magufuli for the measures that he is taking 
to strengthen the economy through instilling financial discipline in the 
public sector as well as providing BoT with ample opportunity to carry 
out its functions, strengthening and improving the country’s economy.

Dr. Kimei, moving a vote of thanks.

Dr. Kimei said during the past 50 years, BoT has been a centre 
of excellence in providing policy guidelines aimed at ensuring 
macroeconomic stability. He added that during that half century the 
central bank has built expertise to withstand a number of changes over 
the years from monopolistic system under the socialist ideology to the 
new economic system based on free market. 

He thanked the Government for not only providing BoT with freedom to 
exercise its role and functions, but also harmonizing fiscal and monetary 
policies. Dr. Kimei mentioned that the Government’s support as the 
major secret behind the tremendous successes achieved by the Bank 
of Tanzania. He also acknowledged the directive from the President, 
including a call for banks to reduce lending rates and promised that, 
TBA would work on them with a view to providing services to members 
of the public at reasonable rates.
 
Dr. Kimei urged his colleagues in the banking sector to continue 
cooperating with the government to enable the sector to grow and 
increase its contribution to the national economy and the wellbeing of 
Tanzanians.  

The TBA chairman declared his personal link to BoT by saying that as 
BoT marked 50 years since its inception, he felt proud to be among the 
products of the Bank. He told the audience that he joined the central 
bank soon after his graduation and worked for 20 years, starting 
from a mere officer to the level of Head of Banking Supervision. He 
said he owes everything in terms of skills, experience and his current 
personality to the role played by BoT through his supervisors under the 
then abled leadership of Governor, Dr. Idris Rashid and two deceased 
Governors, the late Charles Nyirabu and Gilman Rutihinda. 

He hailed BoT staff who have served over the period of 50 years under 
different leaders, since Governor Edwin Mtei to date and concluded 
that their immense contributions during the different periods of time 
have a lot to do with the current state of the Bank of Tanzania.
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CHAPTER 4
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4.1 Guest Speaker’s Lecture

As part of the 50th Anniversary, the Bank of Tanzania organized a 
symposium on the theme: Beyond Aid and Concessional Borrowing: 
New Ways of Financing Development in Africa. The lecture topic was 
chosen to discuss financing options in the backdrop of declining 
official development aid and increasing needs for resources to finance 
development projects in Africa. The guest speaker was Prof. Justin 
Yifu Lin from Perking University in China, and panel discussants were 
Dr. Retselisitsoe Matlanyane, Governor of the Central Bank of Lesotho, 
Mr. Lesetja Kganyago, Governor of Reserve Bank of South Africa, and 
Dr. Patrick Ngugi Njoroge, Governor of Central Bank of Kenya.  

Guest Speaker, Prof. Justin Yifu Lin from Perking University making his presentation 
during the symposium  

In his presentation, Prof. Lin indicated that most developing countries 
have been trapped in low-income or middle-income status since World 
War II (WWII). Africa is poor as it has not diversified from agriculture 
and natural resources. He illustrated that Africa’s exports of primary 
commodities are more than 80 percent of its total exports, which is 
the highest in the world. Not only that, but also, primary commodity 
exports represent greater share of Africa’s Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) compared to other regions, implying low value addition due to 
lack of manufacturing industries. In almost all oil exporting countries, 
crude oil exports alone account for at least 50 percent of GDP and 
more than 70 percent of national budget. 

He mentioned that most primary commodities are subjected to low 
prices in the world markets, resulting to insufficient resources to 
finance development activities, thus making Africa dependent on 
foreign assistance. Theoretically, he said, the development aid and 
concessional loans increase the capital available for investment and 
should contribute to development in developing countries but this has 
not worked in Africa due to little transformation of economies to improve 
manufacturing and export led growth. As a result, these countries remain 
trapped in poverty and inability to finance development activities. 
Prof. Lin suggested alternative sources of financing development in 
Africa. He argued that the sustainable way of financing development is 
through domestic resource mobilization, which should be preceded by 
domestic investment. Investment is essential for successful structural 
transformation. A country with a strategy to develop its economy 
according to its comparative advantages will generate abundant 
savings to support domestic investment. He added that Africa needs 
to focus on domestic capital mobilization for investment so that 

Symposium Deliberations
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Foreign Direct Investments (FDIs) can only complement what is already 
available. Development aid and concessional loans should be used 
just to boost domestic capital. The scholar mentioned that some of 
the successful economies including Korea and China relied mostly on 
domestic capital mobilization for investment.

Also he mentioned that evidence from successful catching-up 
economies indicate that their governments played a facilitating role 
to capture the window of opportunities arising from the relocation of 
light manufacturing in the world to jumpstart their industrialization and 
structural transformation. Good examples are Japan in the post WWII, 
the four East Asian Tigers in the 1960s, and China in the 1980s. In 
these countries development assistance was helpful for development 
as they used it for expanding the government’s resources to facilitate 
structural transformation.

Prof. Lin urged African countries to invest heavily on “hard and soft” 
infrastructure in order to make a step towards industrialization. Also a 
dynamic structural change in technology and industries is a key step 
for industrial upgrading and diversification, which in turn will improve 
well-being of the people and sustaining economic growth. There is 
a strategic need to balance between light and heavy manufacturing 
industries in order to be able to compete globally and accommodate 
the available labour supply. He was confident that there is a window 
of opportunity for industrialization and structural transformation arising 
from the pending relocation of light manufacturing from China and 
other emerging market economies due to their rising wages.

The scholar insisted that a decline in conventional development 
assistance from the northern countries necessitates the need for 

African countries to go beyond conventional development aid and 
concessional loans by exploring other official flows, like loans and 
investments from emerging market economies. In his conclusion, Prof. 
Lin mentioned that operating at low level in technological innovation, 
industrial upgrading, institutional innovation together with the available 
resources, provide a room for developing countries to grow faster than 
advanced countries, and achieve convergence. Therefore, Tanzania 
and other African countries can grow as dynamically as any successful 
countries in East Asia and other parts of the world, if they have an 
enabling government to facilitate private firms to capture the window 
of opportunities.

4.2 Panel Discussions

In discussing Prof. Lin’s lecture, Dr. Retselisitsoe Matlanyane, Governor 
of Central Bank of Lesotho, highlighted that after global financial crisis 
foreign development aid has declined substantially, affecting most 
of development activities in developing countries, particularly Sub-
Saharan Africa. Thus, she indicated that there is a need to learn from 
countries that managed to move from low to high income countries. 
This would entail looking at policies which made those countries to 
move forward. 

Dr Matlanyane cited Botswana as one of good examples of countries 
that mobilized savings at the time when markets were favourable and 
created enough space for them to smoothen the consumption and 
investment path over time. Even when they spent, they did so more 
on investment than on consumption, which is crucial for economic 
development.
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Governor of Central Bank of Lesotho, Dr. Retselisitsoe Matlanyane

The governor contended that international sovereign bonds attract 
high cost in terms of interest rate; thus, if accessed then funds have 
to be used in productive projects. She insisted creating domestic 
environment to attract domestic savings, which will be transferred 
to investment rather than consumption. Another option is to exploit 
Public Private Partnership (PPP), but this should be supported by 
appropriate framework. She reiterated that “the ability of countries to 
move from one level development to another depends on two things: 
first, willingness to implement appropriate policies, and second, strong 
institutions”. 

On his part, Mr. Lesetja 
Kganyago, Governor of 
Reserve Bank of South Africa, 
shared few perspectives, 
one of which being ‘financing 
and conditions necessary for 
financing’. He pointed out 
that development partners 
have their own agenda 
towards financing developing 
countries. Thus, the available 
fewer resources in Africa 
have to be utilized optimally 
in financing development 
activities. This would help 
reduce foreign dependence. 

From a central bank point of view, Mr. Kganyago underscored the need 
to ensure financial and macroeconomic stability in Africa. Notably, if a 
country can manage to maintain inflation at low levels, then sectors 
such as agriculture, manufacturing, and construction will ultimately 
respond positively, enabling the economy to generate foreign currency. 
Also, macroeconomic stability and good policies are equally important 
in attracting foreign inflows. 

He emphasized that in looking beyond aid and concessional 
borrowing, one of the strategies is to ensure that domestic capital 
markets are active and in full operation for resource mobilization. In 
addition, developing domestic resource mobilization through building 

Governor of Reserve Bank of South Africa, 
Mr.  Lesetja Kganyago
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efficient tax system becomes crucial in realizing more tax revenue, 
which increases the ability of governments to finance expenditure and 
discharge debts. He stressed that when encountering negative shocks 
in their economies, African countries should be cautious in contracting 
new debts, but also could consider fiscal adjustment measures. In 
conclusion, the governor underlined the need to combine foreign 
aid, trade and investments in order to make structural changes in the 
economy; and for this to happen, credible plans are important.

Governor of Central Bank of Kenya, Dr. Patrick Ngugi Njoroge

The Governor of Central Bank of Kenya, Dr. Patrick Ngugi Njoroge, 
discussed the subject matter by looking at other aspects, which 

developing countries should concentrate on, rather than the issue 
of concessional and non-concessional borrowing. His focus was to 
depend on our own domestic resources in order to reduce donor 
dependence. However, to do that he emphasized addressing 
domestic structural rigidities, which hinder productivity. For instance, 
technological innovation in agricultural practice, which is rainfall-
based, rather than using drip irrigation. Also, improvement in rural 
transportation and power shortage were cited as areas of importance. 
In addition, the issue of currency mismatch and access to market 
become imperative to ensure that the economy is sustainable in all 
aspects. The governor highlighted the importance of effective use of 
foreign aid, and how to get other sources in a better way; and this 
is what is considered as innovation. He further stressed the need 
to enhance accessibility of securities markets, as they contribute in 
enhancing domestic resource mobilization. 

Dr. Njoroge also echoed the fact that PPP could be another financing 
option, but he cautioned that it could be associated with downside 
risks on the part of the government, as the private sector tends to take 
upward risks of a project. In relation to projects coming to Africa, he 
related them with a ‘black box’ in which there is no clue as to what it 
contains. The governor said that this is very dangerous because we do 
not have much protection, and this might disrupt the standard model 
of our development finance. 

4.3 Governor’s Closing Remarks

Closing remarks were delivered by Prof. Benno Ndulu by giving 
insights on key issues on the theme of the symposium and expressed 
appreciation for the extremely rich and solid discussions. 
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Governor Ndulu highlighted the key lessons. First, Africa can learn 
from Asian countries which have been making a lot of progress in 
order to correct mistakes. The mistakes relate to over emphasizing 
market failures and later over emphasizing government failures as well 
as strategies, which are key in determining where we should be going. 
Strategies are important in determining sectors with comparative 
advantage where savings should be directed to.

Second, experiences show that emphasis has always being put on 
the wrongs of government decisions rather than focusing on errors 
of omission, which emphasize what the government should be 
doing. He said the lecture showed vividly that there are things, which 
governments have been doing on the infrastructure side and on the 
business environment, which are crucial in development.

Third, Governor Ndulu cautioned African countries about the mismatch 
in financing. This is currency mismatch that, we do not have much 
exports to generate foreign currency, which is important for settling 
debts. Debt cannot be paid not because we do not have enough 
shillings, but because we do not have foreign exchange. There is also 
maturity mismatch, in that short-term money is used to finance long-
term investment and very often, we start repaying debt even before the 
project is completed. The governor stressed that the implication of this 
is that we have to maintain the wisdom of export oriented strategies. 
He cautioned however that, there is a rise of protectionism across 
African countries, and it happens very often in the context of customs 
union and regional integration. Prof. Ndulu mentioned an example 
that, during negotiations in EAC, everybody comes with a list of import 
duties of a list of industries to protect in their respective countries and 

this happens with costs. He advised that for African countries to be 
export oriented they must be competitive rather than rolling back to 
protectionism.

Fourth, Prof. Ndulu supported that we should look for other forms of 
foreign savings to complement domestic resource mobilization. He 
indicated that African countries do not have to mobilize savings ex-
ante but savings can be mobilized by making sure that investments 
go to the right destinations and generate enough return to expand 
savings. That was the bottom line of the Chinese story, he said. In 
so doing, he emphasized that while African countries focus to take 
advantage of the new opportunities of the industries that are facing 
the sunset in China and elsewhere in the East, it is also important to 
think on how to domesticate the supply chain as a way of promoting 
as much as possible of local investments. He gave an example of 
Ethiopia which has successfully taken advantage of the rising labour 
costs in Asia by attracting Chinese shoe exporters to take advantage 
of low cost and great supply of raw materials in Ethiopia. Prof. Ndulu 
concluded by underscoring the importance of backward linkages, that 
is, adding value to primary commodities.  
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CHAPTER 5
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The Bank of Tanzania branches (Zanzibar, Dodoma, Mbeya, Arusha 
and Mwanza), and the Training Institute celebrated the Bank’s 50 years 
of existence by conducting various activities within their localities. The 
activities included exhibitions, donations, media interviews and sports. 
Notably, the exhibitions and media interviews provided awareness on 
the functions and achievements of the Bank over the last 50 years.

As part of corporate social responsibility, BoT staff in branches 
donated hospital and medical equipment, which included hospital 
beds, mattresses, foldable mirrors and sphygmomanometers, as well 
as rehabilitation of hospital toilets. As the anniversary took place during 
the holy month of Ramadan, BoT staff in some branches invited other 
members of the community for an Iftar. 

A building of toilets for Oltrument Hospital at Ngaramtoni in Arusha city, which was 
rehabilitated by BoT Arusha Branch staff.

BoT Zanzibar Branch Director Mr. Nichodemus Mboje (right) handing over hospital and 
medical equipment to the Principal Secretary of the Ministry of Health in Zanzibar, Dr. 
Juma Malik Akili.

Mr. Mboje greeting some officials of the Mnazi Mmoja Referral Hospital who attended the 
handing over ceremony of hospital and medical equipment.

Anniversary at Bank of Tanzania Branches
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Some BoT staff during the Iftar organised by the BoT Zanzibar Branch as part of the 
50th Anniversary of the Bank of Tanzania. They invited colleagues from People’s Bank of 
Zanzibar.

Arusha District Commissioner, Mr. Fadhil Nkurlu (with maroon tie), listening to the then 
Director of the BoT Arusha Branch, Mr. Said Chiguma, during a day-long exhibition 
conducted as part of the 50th Anniversary of BoT. 

BoT Dodoma branch staff in tug of war with Hazina staff (not in a photo). 

Members of the BoT Zanzibar Branch football team in a group photo before a match. 
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S/N NAME DESIGNATION INSTITUTION TELEPHONE NO. EMAIL ADDRESS

1 Servacius Likwelile Permanent Secretary Ministry of Finance & Planning, URT

2 Doto James Mgosha Deputy Permanent Secretary Ministry of Finance & Planning

3 Khamis M. Omar Principal Secretary Ministry of Finance & Planning, 
Zanzibar

024 2231171; 
077 7435369; 
024 2230546

k.omar@mofeaznz.org

4 Benno Ndulu Governor BOT 022 223 3021/2

5 Lila Hemedi Mkila Deputy Governor BOT 0754 785637 ehmkila@bot.go.tz

6 Julian Banzi Raphael Deputy Governor BOT 0713 259105 jbraphael@bot.go.tz

7 Natu Mwamba Deputy Governor BOT 022 223 3041 nemwamba@bot.go.tz

8 Musa Omar Sheha Board Member BOT 0765 514165/
0777459389

9 Yona Samuel Killagane Board Member BOT 0784 777066/
0784 777066

killagane@raha.com

10 Haidari Ramadhani Amani Board Member BOT 0754 210181/
0786 067533

amani@esrf.or.tz

11 Esther Peter Mkwizu Board Member BOT 0782 467153 esther.mkwizu@gmail.com

12 Paul Collier SIR International Growth Centre (UK) 44-754 5229203
13 Baunsgaard Thomas Resident Representative IMF Tanzania 0755 222333 tbanngaard@imf.org

14 Belca Bird Country Director World Bank Tanzania 0784 411137 bblind@worldbank.org

15 Mahjabeen Haji Economist World Bank Tanzania mhaji@worldbank.org

16 Pantaleo J. Kessy Principal Economist 
Fiscal and Monetrary Affairs

East African Community Secretariat 0768 306091 Pkessy@eachq.org

17 Mogale William Phakedi Central Banker CCBG Secretariat-South Afrika (0)2712313 3532/
(0) 27 82 492 8172

mogale.phakedi@resbank.co.za

18 Jason Milton CCBG Secretariat SARB 082 460 3441

19 Busisiwe Dlamini SPO-SADC Secretariat SADC Secretariat 267 3641934/
267 75537652

bdlamini@sadc.int

LIST OF DIGNITARIES AND PARTICIPANTS TO THE CLIMAX EVENT
22nd JUNE 2016, DAR ES SALAAM
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S/N NAME DESIGNATION INSTITUTION TELEPHONE NO. EMAIL ADDRESS

20 Thembi Langa SPO-F&I SADC Secretariat - Botswana 267 3951863/
267 71929283

tlanga@sadc.int

21 Hlab Maxime Manager SADC South Africa (0)2711 6456744/
Fax (0) 27 11 6456844

maximin@saclcbanking.org

22 Charity Chiratidzo Jinya Chairman SADC Bankers Association - 
Zimbabwe

(0) 263 772 132797/
Fax (0) 2634 250458

chamityji@mbca.co.zw

23 Sharon Wallett Executive Assistant MEFMI (0) 263 4  745988/
(0) 263 772 216 515

sharon.wallett@mefmi.org

24 Tiviniton Makuve Programme Manager MEFMI - Zimbabwe (0) 263 773 403 133 tiviniton.makuve@mefmi.org

25 Gladius Siwela Public Relation Manager MEFMI - Zimbabwe (0) 263 474 5988/
(0) 263 772 125317

gladys.siwale@mefmi.org

26 Caleb Fundanga Executive Director MEFMI - Zimbabwe (0) 263 4 745 988 94/
(0) 263 782 794 556

caleb.fundanga@mefmi.org

27 Joshua Chipnun Country Economist International Growth Centre (TZ)

28 Ana Ginga Junior Official Banco Nation De Angola 244 923319890 ajunior@bna.ao

29 Denise Tatiana Aness Soma Teixeira Head of Sector Research Deprt. Banco naitonal De Angola 244 924202005/
244 924202005

dsoma@bna.ao

30 Basilin Paiva N. N’donga BNA Banco Nation De Angola (0) 926 211428 bndonga@bna.ao

31 Baptista Gomes Baptista Angola bndonga@bna.ao

32 Jose Manuel Cortez Head of Division Banco Nation De Angola (0) 244 222470744/
(0) 244 923501119

jcortez@bna.ao

33 Nuno Alexandre Paiva NUNO PAIVA Banco Nation De Angola (0) 244 922 197 967 npaiva@bna.ao

34 Amilia Bonfa Director of Communication Banco National De Angola (0) 244 679200/
(0)244 923631163

acbonfa@bma.ao

35 Eduardo Antonior De Olivein Director Banco National De Angola (0) 244 923 365961

36 Daniel Anto’nie Manoel Banco National De Angola (0) 244 934 804414 daf.manuel@bna.ao

37 Linah Mohohlo Governor Bank of Botswana (0) 267 3606000/
(0) 267 71314726

chepetec@bob.bw

38 Chepete Chepete Special Assistant to Governor Bank of Botwana (0) 267 3606580/
(0) 267 71314726

chepetel@bob.bw

39 Kealeboga Masalila Director Bank of Botswana (0) 267 3606476/
(0) 267 71319183

masalilaK@bon.bw

40 Tayani Chawkuluba Principal Economist Bank of Botswana (0) 267 3606546/
(0) 26771705762

chankuluba@bob.bw
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S/N NAME DESIGNATION INSTITUTION TELEPHONE NO. EMAIL ADDRESS

41 Iries Fantine Irankunda Assistant du Governor Banque de la Republieq du Burundi (0) 257 22 204152/
(0) 257 79680205

ifinankunda@brb.bi

42 Audace Niyonzima Director, Research & Statistics Bank of the Republic of Burundi (0) 257 22 204015/
(0) 257 61370126

abutibzuna@brb.bi

43 Patrick Njoroge Governor Central Bank of Kenya (0) 254 20 2861003 governor@centralbank.go.ke

44 Donald Bosire Bosire Head, Strategic Change Central Bank of Kenya (254) 202861061/
(254) 722 704093

bosiredm@centralbank.go.ke

45 Retselisitsoe Adelaide 
Matlanyane

Governor Central Bank of Lesotho (0) 266 223 2008/
(0) 266 5886 4900

rmattanyane@centralbank.org.ls

46 Lehlomela Mshapi Director of Research Central Bank of Lesetho (0) 266222325085 imohapo@centralbank.org.ls

47 Rethabile Masenyetse Economist Central Bank of Lesotho (0) 266 58889494

48 Andre Andriamiharisoa Official Banque Centrale-Madagascar 261 20222175

49 Rado Randriananisoa Official Banque Centrale-Madagascar m.mandrianarisoa@bfm.org

50 Naombi Ngwira Deputy Governor Malawi

51 Frank Chikuta Manager Governor’s Office Reserve Bank of Malawi (0) 265 1770600 tchikuta@rbm.mw

52 Mark Lungu Principal Economist Reserve Bank of Malawi (0) 265 991557965 mlungu@rbm.mw

53 Ernesto Gouveia Governor Banco de Mzambique (0) 258 823087300

54 Elsa Virginia S. Tamele Munguambe Public Relation Banco de Mozambigue (0) 258 827419880/
(0)258 21304004

elsa.tamele@bancomoc.mz

55 Jamal Omar Economist Banco de Mozambigue (0) 258 8428 80200 jaml.omar@bancomoc.mz

56 Ivan Atonso Banco de Mozambigue (0) 258 847004959 ivan.atonso@bancomoc.mz

57 Pedro Jose Munguambe Bank of Mozambique (0) 258 829579490 pmunguaz@gmail.com

58 Ipumbu W. Shiimi Governor Bank of Namibia (0) 264 2835130/
(0) 264 811287270

ipumbu.shiimi@bon.com.no

59 Saara Meameno Senior Economist Bank of Namibia (0) 264 283 5769 saara.kashaka@bon.com.na

60 Ingabire Josine TISS National Bank of Rwanda (0) 250 188 199 020 ingajo1@hotmail.com

61 E. Dlamini Mfan’fikile Assistant Governor Central Bank of Swaziland (0) 268 2408 2228/
(0) 268 7602 4004

mfanfikiledl@centralbankorg.sz

62 Shikhumzo Sabeco Dlammin General Manager - EPRS Central Bank of Swaziland (0) 268 2408 2244/
(0) 268 760 28597

sikhumbuzod@centralbank.org.sz

63 Vusi Victor Mabilisa Senior Economist Central Bank of Swaziland (0) 268 2408 2166/
(0) 268 7612 4575

vusim@centralbank.org.sz
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S/N NAME DESIGNATION INSTITUTION TELEPHONE NO. EMAIL ADDRESS

64 Lesetja Kganyago Governor South Africa Reserve Bank (SARB) (0) 27 12 313 3985 juanita.jansen@resbank.co.za

65 Tim Masela Head: NPS SARB (0) 27 12 313 3424/
(0) 27 82 376 7025

tim.masela@resbank.co.za

66 Yolande Pcley CCBG Secretariat SARB (0) 271 231 33928 yolande.pcley@resbank.co.za

67 Johan Van Den Neever Economist SARB (0) 2712 3133625

68 Jenifer Sullivan Governor Central Bank of Sychelles

69 Tukiya Nankasa - Mabula Deputy Governor - 
Administration

Bank of Zambia (0) 260 211 229930 ekmabula@boz.zm

70 Jonathan Mpundu Assistant Director Bank of Zambia 260 211 228888/90
& 260 964646989

jchipili@boz.z

71 Chileshe Patrick Senior Economist Bank of Zambia (0) 260 979 137540 pchileshe@boz.zm

72 Brenda M.L. Phiri Executive Assistant - Deputy 
Governor Administration

Bank of Zambia (0) 260 211 228888/
(0) 260 966 874522

bphiri@boz.zm

73 Kupukile Mlambo Deputy Governor Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (0) 263 4 703000/
(0) 263 773 164992

kmlambo@rbz.co.zw

74 Moris B. Mpofu Director Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (0) 2634 703000/
(0) 263 7724203200

75 Simon Nyarota Director Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (0) 263 77410472/
(0) 263 4703000

76 Webster Madera Legal counsel Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (0)263 727194567/
(0) 263 772 194567

wmadera@rbz.w.zw

77 Dick Yan Corolleman Financial Sector 
Regulation/Supervision Advisor

IMF East Afritac - Tanzania 0769 365 969 clgeolleman@imf.org

78 Joel Cuvuna Cumbo Charge D’Affaire Embassy of Angola 0712 842130 joelcuvuma@yahoo.com

79 Riziki Nahita Assistant Administrator Chines Embassy Tanzania 0719 903546 risikymahita@yahoo.com

80 Lin Liang Director Embassy of China 0754 580 219

81 Benny DA Everra Semedo Translator Pinnacle Mozambique (0) 254 704539385 bennysemedo@gmail.com

82 Valentine P.K Karugaba Interprester 0713 332026/
0782 576093

valekarugaba@yahoo.com

83 John Martin IGA London School of Economics (0) 202 741 6549/
(0) 301 335 1466

84 Juma Reli Exective Secretary Zanzibar Planning & Commission 0767 78161 jumareli@gmail.com
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S/N NAME DESIGNATION INSTITUTION TELEPHONE NO. EMAIL ADDRESS

85 Tuse Mwaikasu Joune Ag. Executive Director Tanzania Bankers Association 0756 547707/ 
2120551/
2127764

tuse@tanzaniabankers.org

86 Mary Tom Kaisi Director of Finance Tanzania Institute of Bankers 022 2112605/
0715 288248

marikaisi@yahoo.com/info@tiob.or.tz

87 Samwel Wangwe Professor/Chairman Daima Associate 0754 325487 swangwe@gmail.com

88 Gussaji Iddi Massoud Interpreter Pinnacle - Tanzania 0754 890238 idiominter@yahoo.com

89 Mary Maganga Ag. Commissioner General TRA 022 2121500/
0787 774969

mmaganga@tra.go.tz

90 Gwamaka G. Alipipi Mwandishi Nipashe/The Guardian 0712 283284 galipipi@gmail.com

91 Saumu Jaibu Mwalimu Journalist The Citizen/Mwanachi 
Communications

0717 392508 saumurachel@gmail.com

92 Delphin Bwegasira UDSM 0766 334222 delphintz@gmail.com

93 Jehovanness Aikael Head. Economics Dept. UDSM UDSM 0754 593168 jaikaeli@yahoo.co.uk.

94 Vicent Leyaro Senior Lecturer UDSM 0782/285875/
0784 285285

vleyaro@yahoo.com

95 Lukandala M. Julius Lecturer UDSM 0659 482248 meessalukandal@gmail.com

96 Irene Isaka Director General SSRA 0754 302266 irene.isaka@ssra.go.tz

97 Donald Mmari Executive Director REPOA 022 2706083/
0784 223223

mmari@repoa.or.tz

98 Maysa Mahfoudh Mwinyi Chief Government 
Statistician

Office of Chief Gov’t Statistician 
Zanzibar

024 2231869/
0777 431549

mmayasa@hotmail.com

99 Paul Makonda Regional Commissioner Dar es Salaam

100 Fatma S. Shangazi Manager Oxford University Press (T) Ltd 022 2781409/
0767 216410

fatma.shangazi@oup.com

101 Dennis Rweyemamu Head, Reseach and Policy Uongozi Institute 0782 083959 drwemamu@uongozi.or.tz

102 Kipilimba Modestus Francis Ag. Director General - NIDA NIDA 0767 191540 mfkipilimba@nida.go.tz

103 Joseph Carraso Jr Managing Directo Citibank - Tanzania 0757 896579/
021 2210001

104 Victoria Charles Mwanziva Researcher and Analyst Foreign Affairs and EA 
Cooperations

0714 756902 victoriacharlz@gmail.com

105 Mbelwa Kairuki Director of Asia-Min. of Foreign 
Affairs

Foreign Affairs 0756 264738 kairuki@yahoo.com
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S/N NAME DESIGNATION INSTITUTION TELEPHONE NO. EMAIL ADDRESS

106 Judith Ndissi Financial Sector Specialist 0754 783364 jndiss@hotmail.com

107 Joy Estomih Sawe Director National Bureau of Statistics 022 2122722-3/
0713 428419 joy.sawe@nbs.go.tz

108 Tausi Kida Executive Director ESRF 022 276 0260 tkida@esrf.or.tz

109 Godwin Emmanuel Kaganda Dean Faculty of 
Economics and 
Management Science

IFM 0754 605888/
0658 605888

kaganda.godwin@gmail.com

110 Adelhelm Meru Meru Permanent Secretary MITI - Tanzania 0754 299494

111 Leonard Leon Kisarika Director DARMOS - Tanzania 0754 785646 llkisarika@gmail.com

112 Sosthenes Kewe CEO FSDT 022 2602673/5; 
0756 776336

sosthenes@fsdt.or.tz

113 Willian Lyakurwa Prof 0754 783 666 bill@williamlyakurwa.com

114 Grace Chimile Rubambey Retired N/A 0754 783361 grubambet@yahoo.com

115 Morem Marwa CEO DSE 022 2128983/ 
0756 007786

movemi@dse.co.tz

116 Ammish Owusu-Annoah Managing Director Bank of Africa - Tanzania 0683 536563 ammish.owusu-amoah@boatan-
zania.com

117 Charles Kimei CEO CRDB Bank 0786 900600 kimeic@crdbbank.com

118 Edmund Pancras Mkwawa Managing Director DCB Bank 0754 284831 eddymkwawa@yahoo.co.uk

119 Edwina Lupembe Managing Director Mkombozi Commercial Bank 0754 784 808 edwina.lupembe@mkombozi-
bank.com

120 Margreth Mattaba Chacha Managing Director TWB 0767 635270/
0784 635270

mchacha@womensbank.co.tz

121 Monica Robert Tanzania Insurance Regulatory 
Authority

0713 256574; 
022 2132537/
2116120

mrobert@tira.go.tz

122 David Joseph Kwimbere MRSMF BOT 022 223 3382/
0754 27817

djkwimbere@bot.go.tz

123 Phelicean Kashindye Sekule Senior Human Resource Officer 
(Learning & Developments)

BOT 0788 284988 ksphelicean@bot.go.tz

124 Flora Asagwile Mwaigomole Manager Learning & 
Development

BOT 0754 466641 famwaigomole@bot.go.tz

125 Lucy Kitamboya SOMA BOT 0755 254500 lckitamboya@bot.go.tz
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S/N NAME DESIGNATION INSTITUTION TELEPHONE NO. EMAIL ADDRESS

126 Dorosela Angelin Blasius Manager Investment Risk BOT 0754 785533 dablasius@bot.go.tz

127 Generose Tabaro Senior Advisor National Payment 
Systems

BOT 0767 214495 gktabaro@bot.go.tz

128 Shaft Mturu DSPR BOT 0754 500600 ssmrutu@bot.go.tz

129 Yahaya Ally Mchujuko Director - Human Resource and 
Administration

BOT 0754 284566 yamchujuko@bot.go.tz

130 Nguling’wa Balele Economist BOT 0684 581659 npbalele@bot.go.tz

131 Faustin Paul Kayombo Advisor BOT 0752 00286/
0754 000444

fpkayombo@bot.go.tz

132 James Masoy Manager, Oversight & Policy BOT 0754 311465/
2235440

samasoy@bot.go.tz

133 Elias Kanneth Mbapila Manager, Facilities Department BOT 022 223 5202/
0754 305052

ekmbapila@bot.go.tz

134 Bonaventura Mlamka Economist BOT 0757 659 096 bmmlamka@bot.go.tz

135 Jamhuri Ngelime Director Finance BOT 022 223 5126/7

136 Mwibohe Rububura Nathan Manager BOT 0763 242101 mnrububura@bot.go.tz

137 Mwajuma Masudi Human Resource BOT 022 223 3080/
0754 691854

msmasudi@bot.go.tz

138 Alexander Ng’winamila Director of Financial Markets BOT 022 2233564/
0684 745368

akngwinamila@bot.go.tz

139 Wilfred E. Mbowe Manager BOT 022 223 3330/
0754 492636

wembowe@bot.go.tz

140 Emmanuel A. Karo Manager Foreign Markets BOT 022 223 3520/
0754 047879

ejakaro@bot.go.tz

141 Anne Kweka POMA (Secretary) BOT 0754 849779 aekweka@bot.go.tz

142 Dickson Ephraim Lema Manager BOT 022 223 3349/
0787 281652

delema@bot.go.tz

143 Kened Abel Nyoni Director , Baking Supervison BOT 022 2235493/
0767 278254

kanyoni@bot.go.tz

144 Kessi-Sia Mbatia Retiree BOT 0622/0684 789411 mchanyiwe@gmail.com 

145 Camilluce Kiponda Senior Advisor Branches BOT 0684 261316/
0754 261316

cakiponda@bot.go.tz

146 Emmanuel Boaz Director, Deposit Insruance 
Board

BOT 0754 750252 emboaz@bot.go.tz
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S/N NAME DESIGNATION INSTITUTION TELEPHONE NO. EMAIL ADDRESS

147 John Athanas Rubuga Manager Crisis Management BOT 022 2233325/
0754 274918

jarubuga@bot.go.tz

148 Dorah Gverino Luhimbo Procurement BOT 0754 770667

149 Emmanuel Twininge Senior Advisor BOT 022 223 5555/
0754 777016

emtwininge@bot.go.tz

150 Stephano Andrea Challe Banker BOT 022 223 5228/
0681 600893

aschalle@bot.go.tz

151 Ambonisye Mwasengo Asst. Manager Wellbeing BOT 022 223 5211/
0754 449955

mbnsymwasengo@yahoo.com

152 Elifasi Mwanjisi Retiree BOT 0754 686652 emwanjisi@yahoo.com

153 Ben Tarimo Director - DERP (Retired) BOT 0767 447357 ben.tarimo@gmail.com

154 Elizabeth Matara Secretary BOT 022 223 3329/ 
0713616752

155 Zegezege Enos Mpemba AMEC BOT 0767 111442/
0767 11442

zempemba@bot.go.tz

156 Haika Edward Mmbaga Director BOT 022 223 3471/
0754 313374

hemmbaga@bot.tz

157 Victor Tarimu Manager BOT 0767 503145/
0767 503745

victarimu@bot.go.tz

158 Marcian P. Kobello Director BOT 022 223 5416/
0684 677734

mpkobellow@bot.go.tz

159 Charles Simon Assey Economist BOT 0699 210017 csassey@bot.go.tz

160 Hassan Mohamed Jarufu Advisor Currency BOT 022 223 5246/
0784 321184

hmjarufu@bot.go.tz

161 Johnson Jossia Nyella Director Economic Research & 
Policy

BOT 0754 370542 jjnyella@bot.go.tz

162 Leonard Akilei Temba Assistant Manager BOT 022 223 3384/
0784 345494

latemba@bot.go.tz

163 Bernard Dadi Director, NPS BOT

164 Jesca Nyangi Makindi                     Retiree BOT 0754 785922

165 Edda Robert Balele Retiree BOT 0754 785858 eddabalele@gmail.com

166 Suraji Hamisi Banker BOT 022 223 5470

167 Rosemarie Twagirayezu Assistant Manager BOT 022 223 3344/
0754 270750

vutwaguratezy@bot.go.tz
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168 Grace Furaha Nkya POMA (Secretary) BOT 022 223 3021/
0767 297755

gnkya@bot.go.tz

169 Msipossy Manzi Executive Assistant BOT 022 223 3022/
0784 610800

mamanzi@bot.go.tz

170 Msafiri Nampesya Private Asst. to the Governor BOT 022 223 3203 mdnampesya@bot.go.tz

171 Twalib M. Kissima Internal Auditor I BOT 022 223 5272/
0713 762084

tmkissima@bot.go.tz

172 Michael Chilwa BOT 0713 403459

173 Samson Nyanza Assistant Records’ Officer BOT 0713 240992 smnyanza@bot.go.tz

174 Neema Msenda OMA I BOT 0754 464410

175 Consolata Shao SHRO BOT 022 223 5282/
0755 356931

cmshao@bot.go.tz

176 Peter Valerian HR Officer BOT 0719 026497

177 Albert Lucas Admin - DHA BOT 022 223 5158/
0719 109827

178 Bruno Msangi HR Officer BOT 022 223 5287 bgmsangi@bot.go.tz

179 Aristedes Mrema Assistant Manager BOT 022 223 3347 apmrema@bot.go.tz

180 Yusto Eseko Tongola Secretary to the Bank BOT 022 223 3214/
0754 381064

yetongola@bot.go.tz

181 Ephaim Asumwisye Mwasanguti Bank Examiner BOT 022 223 3549/
0719 671562

eamwasanguti@bot.go.tz

182 Amani Itatiro Senior Financial Analyst BOT 0753 336 333 agitatiro@bot.go.tz

183 Ashura Rashid Karatikile Advisor BOT 0784 687327 arkaratikiwe@bot.go.tz

184 Rosemary Tesha Tenga Manager BOT - DIB 0784 765435/2235393 rjtecha@bot.go.tz

185 Nyanduga David Mukirya Associate Director BOT 022 223 3248/
0754 272 074

ndmukirya@bot.go.tz

186 Constantino Kamundi Electrical Engineer BOT 0784 321250 ckamundi@bot.go.tz

187 Issac Mohamed Bira Advisor I BOT 0754 304001/ 
0699 210104

imbira@bot.go.tz

188 Abdula Omar Mushule Advisor I BOT 0754 292656 Mushule@yahoo.com

189 Neema Koka Senior Bank Examiner BOT 022 223 5303/
0755 653461

nekoka@bot.go.tz
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190 Regina Kwigema Sinamtwa MLEG BOT 022 223 3253/
0699 210 018

rksinamtwa@bot.go.za

191 Florah Lugangira Rutabanzibwa Senior Advisor BOT 022 223 3280/
0699 210102

flrutabanzibwa@bot.go.tz

192 Rafael Amos Tilia Senior Principal Computer 
Analyst/Programmer

BOT 022 223 3498/
0754 583580

ratilia@bot.go.tz
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